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4SQRP
Yahoo
Group

by: Tim N9PUZ, List Co-Moderator
4SQRP Yahoo Group
I hope that many of you were able to attend Ozarkcon! My wife Teri K9TLM
and I had a great time and already look forward to next year.
As of April 6, 2014 there are 764 members of the 4 State QRP Group based on
the number of member numbers which we've assigned. 472 people are
members of the electronic mailing list hosted on Yahoo. That means nearly
300 of you are missing out!
Now I know that there are people who don't use email and there are others of
you who just don't want to be bothered with the daily banter that sometimes
occurs. We certainly respect that and do not want to cause you any grief.
However, if you do have an email address please consider subscribing to the
list even if you set your delivery preferences to "No Email". That way, on very
rare occasions, it makes it possible for 4SQRP leaders to get a message about
the group to as many people as possible in a short amount of time. You will
not receive any of the regular mailing list traffic unless you choose to do so.
To sign up for the mailing list go to the group web site and click on the "E-Mail
Reflector" link. If you have any problems please send an email to Gary or
myself at
4sqrp-owner@yahoogroups.com and we'll do our best to help you get things
sorted out.
Please not that we cannot actually sign you up for the list. You must do that
yourself.
72/73,
Tim N9PUZ, List Co-Moderator
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Coming to you from
the Castle of QRP,
The 2nd round of
pictures!

photos courtesy of Fred – KC5RT
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Ham Radio Club In Hot Water After “Honest Mistake”
By WBØRUR, on the scene
BEAVER DAM, Wisconsin – A local group of amateur radio operators will not be invited back
to next year’s fundraiser for the local heart association.
The Dial Spinners, a ham radio club based in rural Catoosa County, volunteered for event
communications during last week’s “Walk It, Run It or Bike It” fundraiser. (Participants gather
pledges per mile from donors and may walk, run or bike the course.) Shortly after the 5K event
started, things took a bad turn – literally.
“Alexander Feldman* had the course map and that was probably our first mistake,” says club
president Thomas O’Happerstam, a radio amateur veteran. “He was responsible for guiding the
lead car and the initial participants in the right direction.”
While the group of 15 volunteers manning course checkpoints were chatting on a local repeater
about lunch plans and the “code /no code” controversy, Feldman inadvertently guided everyone
onto the wrong street. And then another. And then another. And then another.
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“When it was all said and done,” adds event organizer Jane Brookhaven, “our 5k event turned
into something closer to 20k. People were dropping out like flies and we had to call in extra
vehicles to pick up the stranded walkers, runners and bicyclists. It wasn’t pretty. It even made
the local Beaver Free Press newspaper.”
For his part, Feldman says he’s not exactly sure what happened…but has an idea.
“I think I was holding the map upside down,” says Feldman who has a history of navigation
mistakes. In 2006, Feldman intended to drive a group of hams to the “Big Badger Hamfest” in
Madison, but ended up in Racine. He also completely missed Field Day one year because he “just
couldn’t find the damn thing.”
Brookhaven says there may be a silver lining to the embarrassing incident, though.
“Because of Mr. Feldman’s course and our pledges per mile –– we raised a lot more money than
usual!”
*Editor’s Note: Feldman’s grandfather portrayed himself as the famous “Wrong Way Feldman,”
who was featured in TWO Gilligan’s Island episodes. ### hamhijinks.com

By WBØRUR, on the scene
HOLLYWOOD, Calif.– Entertainment producer Mark Cornett is announcing a new amateur radio
themed television series scheduled to debut this fall on the American Television Channel. “Game

of Rohns” will take place in the fictional New England town of Queen’s Landing, Rhode Island.
The show simultaneously follows three New England ham radio operators as they vie to erect the
tallest towers in the hamlet; overcoming negative community reactions, city building and land
use codes, financial challenges and other obstacles.
Cornett says he is excited about beginning production.
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“It’s a remarkable story line with fame, fortune, tragedy, success and dragons. Well, no dragons.
But it’s still exciting!”
The pilot episode introduces viewers to patriarch Eddie Stark, as he attempts to raise a 30-foot
push-up pole with a UHF/VHF antenna mounted on top. Strong winds and violent winter weather
bring the mast tumbling to the ground on the property of Stark’s neighbor, Tyrone Bannister,
with whom Stark has a long-standing feud.
Both men decide to erect the “tallest radio tower ye may have ever had the privilege of
climbing”; each attempting to out-do the other.
Check your local cable or satellite provider for times and dates.
Cornett says he is developing two additional amateur radio related shows for ATC, a comedy
called “That Callsign Is Not Valid” and a documentary about obsessive compulsive disorder called
“AGAIN AGAIN.”
### hamhijinks.com

AARRL Field Day June 28 – 29, 2014
Start: 1800 UTC Saturday ..... End 2100 UTC Sunday
Always the fourth full weekend in June

WARNING to all FD outings
FD Reports of clubs and individual reservations to camp out in parks
overnight are being required to provide proof of insurance for overnight
events, are being reported. Please contact your park or site location for any
requirements ASAP. It may take time to purchase the needed
insurance..........K5EST.
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Four State QRP Group
is meeting at the Country Cupboard
Restaurant in downtown Seneca, Mo. This is
one of the locations that 4SQRP folks gather.
The Country Cupboard has a nice menu and they
have a separate meeting room we can use.
The Country Cupboard restaurant is located in the first block north of the blinker light in downtown
Seneca. From Barney's, head north on Cherokee Street (that's the main street of town). Go across the
railroad tracks and keep going past the blinker light stop.
The restaurant is located at 1038 Cherokee street, on the west side of the street.
Caution: If you are headed north, do not make a left "J turn" into a parking spot. "J turns" are illegal in the
downtown area. Keep going north past the restaurant till you reach the residential area north of downtown
where a "U turn" is permitted. Make a U turn there (it's a wide street) and come back to the parking in
front of the restaurant.
Our group is an informal organization with no officers, no rules, no dues or any other things to get in the
way of having fun with QRP. We get-together monthly for lunch and the sharing of ideas and

information, parts swapping and just plain fun on our normal third Saturday of a month.

All ham radio amateurs (or prospective hams) are invited to participate.

Dan - KB6NU's Column
In a box of stuff recently donated to WA2HOM, our amateur radio station at the Ann Arbor HandsOn Museum, there was a book W1FB's Help for New Hams by Doug DeMaw, W1FB. This book
hits on just about all the topics that a new ham in the late 1980s would want to know about, and
W1FB does a great job of walking the new ham through these topics.
Of course, being 25 years old, some of it, is out-of-date, and it doesn’t cover some questions that
a new ham today would ask. For example, there's nothing in this book about digital modes or
using a computer in the shack.
So, I’m thinking of writing my own Help for New Hams. Mine would probably be a little less HF-
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centric and include advice on joining clubs and how to use a computer in the shack. I am also
thinking that maybe I should write two separate versions: an HF version and a VHF version.
At any rate, I've listed the chapters of the W1FB version below. If you have any comments about
what I should include in my version, I’d love to hear from you.
* The Newly Licensed Amateur. This chapter talks mainly about how to choose equipment, but
also covers some of the modes that amateur radio operators can use.
* Your New Equipment—Getting Acquainted. This chapter discusses how to use the features of
modern transceivers, amplifiers, and antenna tuners. It also talks a little bit about antennas and
SWR.
* Constructing and Using Antennas. This chapter goes into greater depth on antennas. It
discusses the different types of antennas, how to feed them, and how to bring feedlines into the
shack.
* Station Layout and Safety. This chapter covers the practical aspects of setting up an amateur
radio station, including desk and chair selection and station wiring.
* TVI and RFI—Strange Bedfellows. TVI and RFI are less of a problem these days than back in
the 80s, but it's still something new hams need to know about.
* Operating Problems and Fears. This chapter discusses some of the operating problems new
hams face, including honesty in signal reporting, how to operate split and how to work DX.
* On-the-Air Conduct and Procedures. This chapter discusses more operating procedures,
including calling CQ, how to operate via a repeater, and how to ID.
* Station Accessories—What to Buy? This chapter discusses a variety of station accessories
including keys and keyers, microphones, antenna tuners, phone patches (!), and antenna
switches.
* DX and Contest Operating. This chapter not only discusses operating procedures, but how
certain equipment features will help the new ham work more DX and score better in contests.
* Logging, QSL Cards, and Record Keeping. This chapter discusses why it is important to keep
logs and how to QSL.
* Obtaining Accurate Information. This chapter is basically an ad for the ARRL, counseling the
new ham to join the ARRL and buy ARRL books.
I am especially interested in hearing from new hams about these topics. What about amateur
radio confused you at first? What information would have helped you have more fun with amateur
radio? What do you know now that you wish you had known when you got started?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------When he's not writing about amateur radio, Dan, KB6NU enjoys Elmering new hams and working
CW on the HF bands. For more information about his operating activities and his "No-Nonsense"
series of amateur radio license study guides, go to KB6NU.Com or e-mail cwgeek@kb6nu.com.
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The Four State QRP Comfortable nets meet each Wednesday night beginning at 7:30 PM CDT,
0030z.
Note: on Nov 6 we'll be on CST.
If we have to QSY, I like to move up, Wayne likes to move down, and Dick doesn't have to move
much at all.
Add anything to the exchange that you wish, temp rig, ant, etc. Checking into all sessions is
encouraged.
7:30 CDT 0030z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
8:00 CDT 0100z ... 80M CW Net on 3564, WAØITP NCS.
8:30 CDT 0130z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
9:00 CDT 0200z ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5, NØTGR

Thursday mornings ~ 8 to 8:30am
A gathering of CW ops are having fun on

7.122 MHz
....and you are invited!
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